
 

 

SUCCESS CASE 

MEET IP AND IDDERO HOME AUTOMATION  

MEET VIDEOINTERCOM  INTEGRATION  

WITH IDDERO HC3-KNX and VERSO+IP  



 

 

VIDEO INTERCOM INTEGRATION WITH HOME AUTOMATION 
 
It is possible to reduce costs in home automation projects by integrating the video intercom with the home automation 

system. FERMAX and IDDERO offers a wide portfolio of devices to choose, what makes an ideal choice in any pro-
ject technical or budget requirements. 

 

The integration is based in video OUTDOOR PANELS , that can call any SIP compatible device or user interface 
such as IDDERO HC3-KNX touch panels. It is also possible to use FERMAX WIT indoor intercom monitor to control 
home automation by installing an app and having a VERSO+IP room controller that will serve as a home automation 
IP gateway.  

 

On top of that, the system is full compatible with call divert app MEET ME, so that calls can be answered from the 
smartphone.  

 It is possible to combine in the same project video intercom panels with different user terminals in each 

apartment. It is possible to have WIT monitors and VERSO+IP room controllers in some apartments and 

HC3-KNX in different apartments.  

 Integration and configuration time is reduced thanks to IP technology and its cabling system.   

 Call divert function is something included by default in FERMAX WIT monitors without additional costs, or 

it can be purchased separately if there is no monitor (no recurrent fees). 

 MEET ME call divert is very easy to set up. Each license is valid for 8 smartphones that will ring at the 

same time.   

BENEFITS 

FUNCTIONALITIES 

HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL AND VIDEO INTERCOM FROM THE SAME TOUCH SCREEN PANEL  

RTSP VIDEO STREAM CAN BE SENT IN PARALLEL TO A CCTV NVE RECORDER 

REMOTE HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL BY IDDERO CLOUD 

SECONDARY DOOR OPENING   

IP CAMERAS VISUALIZATION 

INSTALLATION 

MEET interoperability is based in HC3-KNX, HC3L-KNX and VERSO+IP.  

To use only an IP home automation server, please contact us.  

If there are no MEET monitors, it is possible to acquire Ref.1496 MEET ME CALL DIVERT LICENSE separately. 

WHY FERMAX? 

FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most em-
blematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide 
the  best Support and assistance.  



 

 

SOLUTION WITH IDDERO HA TOUCH PANEL (Single villa example) 
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The outdoor panel sends the call to the HC3 panel using SIP protocol. In this way the touch panel can receive the call and show the video sent by 
the outdoor panel using RTSP protocol. Door can be opened by using a programmed command in the touch panel. 
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SOLUTION WITH FERMAX WIT MONITORS (Multitenant building) 
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Call is received by the WIT monitor. It is not possible to answer calls from VERSO+IP room controller. From WIT 7” or 10” it is possible to control 
home automation as in VERSO+IP room controller, since this device acts as a home automation IP gateway.  



 

 

IDDERO HC3-KNX 7” HC3L-KNX 10” WHITE/BLACK 

IDDERO VERSO+IP WHITE/BLACK 

APP IDDERO for WIT FERMAX monitor  
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